‘Anarchy Monarchy’ - MEDIA RELEASE

Underground electro pop outfit KOSHOWKO have recently released their most electrifying,
upbeat material yet, resulting in their debut EP ‘Anarchy Monarchy’ (released through the indie
label Las Machinas).
‘Anarchy Monarchy’ takes you on a journey from the extremely catchy, ‘It’s Time Now’ to the
cheeky disco-rock anthem ‘(Hu)mannequin’ to the retro electro infused ‘The Story’ to the dub
influenced ‘Whispers’. The EP ends with a funky remix of
‘The Story’ by Nicole Skeltys, known for her work as a part
of the electronic duos B(if)tek and Artificial.
KOSHOWKO is the musical brainchild of Polish born Martin
K, philosopher turned music producer, fusing underground-pop
and electro-dub. Koshowko’s musical style encompasses
everything from catchy electro-pop tunes, haunting
instrumentals to dabbling in dub.
‘Anarchy Monarchy’ starts with the hauntingly
melodic song ‘It’s Time Now’ featuring vocals by Swiss
national, Florence Fogarasi. It’s Time Now has all the potential
to offer a breakthrough between electro and pop for Koshowko with its undeniably catchy tune
and groovy electro beat bound to have you singing along and want to get on to the dance floor.
Next in the line up comes the cheeky song ‘(Hu)mannequin’ which makes some not too
subtle social commentary on the fashion industry. ‘(Hu)mannequin’ features an edgy, full on
guitar solo by David Stanley (the guy with the microphone, featured on the EP front cover), the
sexy whispers of Ceri Hale and completing the line up the voice of jazz singer Emily Williams
taken from her jazzy comfort zone into the world of electro madness.
‘The Story’ starts with a Chopin like retro piano solo by Danish born musician and
composer Benjamin De Murashkin but quickly transforms into a electro song moving you from
melancholy to a place of hope aided by the vocal talents of Brea Acton and featuring a powerful
retro electro double base.
‘Whispers’ was made for the soulful voice of Arnie Chelvendra. If you like Fat Freddy’s
Drop you will like this dub inspired, chilled out sax infused song which uses simple poetic lyrics
to promote the message that we need to be brave and dare to make a change in our troubled
world.
The EP ends with the song ‘The Story (Artificial ‘Wrinkle Rhythm’ Remix)’ remixed
and produced by Nicole Skeltys, known for her work as a part of the femme-tech duos B(if)tek
and Artificial. This addictive song adds a unique interpretation of ‘The Story’ and is full of analog
synth goodness.

To see the video clip of ‘It’s Time Now’ and other video clips of the artist see
www.myspace.com/koshowko , www.youtube.com/koshowko or www.koshowko.com

Contact: info@koshowko.com, ph: 0403 946 594, (03) 9029 6245

